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The Modular 3D Maker is an open source 3D printer with
expanded functionality. It has an easy to use swappable tool head
system. Each tool head can be designed, modified, and
implemented by the user to suit their specific needs.
Raspberry Pi

Need for Product
Having multiple machines often takes up a large amount of space.
Multifunctional 3D printers tend to be very expensive and require a
lot of work to switch between tools. To mitigate these issues, the
Modular 3D Maker is more affordable and easy to use – switching
between tool heads is easy and fast.
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Design Concept
The Modular 3D Maker has a swappable tool head system that
allows for the design, modification, and implementation of multiple
tools and modules to suit the needs of the user.

Room for expansion includes a CNC spindle motor for small-scale
CNC work. Additionally, laser modules of different strengths, print
heads of different sizes, and new tool heads can be implemented
to expand functionality and compatibility.
Another feature to implement is a custom printed circuit board to
replace the Hermit Crab Tool Changer. This will make the machine
fully open source, so that it is not reliant on private intelectual
property
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